
Garmin GPSMAP 67 - outdoor navigation device Explore nature with the robust, high-quality handheld 

devices from the Garmin GPSMAP 67 series. They offer multiband technology and advanced GNSS support 

for greater accuracy in steep terrain, narrow urban canyons and dense forests. You can always see your 

route on the 3-inch color display, which is easy to read even in poor lighting conditions. The GPSMAP 67 

series features ABC sensors (barometer and compass), pre-installed routable TopoActive Europe maps and 

access to satellite imagery. In conjunction with your smartphone, you receive smart notifications, weather 

updates, geocaching live data directly on the device and use the Garmin Explore ™ app. The GPSMAP 67 

offers you a battery life of up to 180 hours in GPS mode and up to 840 hours in expedition mode. 

The highlights of the Garmin GPSMAP ® 67 series GPS handheld device tested according to MIL STD 810G 

with 3" color display Improved battery life Advanced Multi GNSS support Reliable sensors: 3-axis compass, 

barometric altimeter, quad helix antenna Waterproof to IPX7 ANT+, Bluetooth, WiFi, compatible with night 

vision devices TracBack, waypoint and route navigation LED flashlight with SOS signal function USB C 

compatibility and expandable storage Compatible with Garmin Explore app and Messenger app 

Features  

MULTI-GNSS  

Thanks to several global satellite systems (GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS) and multi-frequency 

technology, positioning is absolutely precise 

 BATTERY LIFE 

 In GPS mode, the GPSMAP 67 offers a battery life of up to 180 hours, up to 840 hours in expedition 

mode, in the inReach version up to 165 hours with 10 minute tracking and up to 425 hours in expedition 

mode  

PRECISE NAVIGATION  

Automatically calibrates the barometric altimeter and 3-axis electronic compass to always provide the 

most accurate data available 
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 ABC SENSORS  

Automatically calibrates the barometric altimeter and 3-axis electronic compass to always provide the 

most accurate data available  

SATELLITE IMAGES 

 Download high-resolution satellite images directly to your device via Wi Fi® technology. Easily find 

paths, find stands and parking spaces, create waypoints and much more 

 PRE-INSTALLED MAPS  

The pre-installed TopoActive Europe maps show you peaks, parks, coastlines, rivers, lakes and 

geographical points. Garmin Topo Maps, CustomMaps, BirdsEye and City Navigator are also compatible 

with the GPSMAP 66 series  

GARMIN EXPLORE  

Use the Garmin Epxlore website or app for navigation, waypoints, routes, activities and collections. Plan 

your next trip by downloading maps and creating routes 

 GEOCACHING LIVE 

 Get automatic cache updates from Geocaching Live, including descriptions, logs and hints. When 

connected via Wi-Fi technology or with the Garmin Explore™ smartphone app, each discovery is 

uploaded to your Geocaching.com profile 

 ACTIVE WEATHER  

When connected to the Garmin Explore TM app, you can get real-time weather forecasts 

 SHARING THE LOCATION 

 Share your location with friends and family from anywhere. Your loved ones at home can also ping your 

device to get your exact GPS position. 

Product features 
 Product dimensions: 6.2 x 16.3 x 3.5 cm 
 Display size (W x H): 3.8 x 6.3 cm (76 cm diagonal)  
Display type: Transflective TFT display 
 Display resolution: 240 x 240 pixels  
Satellite network: GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, IRNSS, QZSS 
 Pre-installed maps: TopoActive Europe  
Connectivity: BLE | ANT+ | WIRELESS INTERNET ACCESS  
Water resistance: IPX7  
Battery type: Li-ion  
Battery life: GPS mode / 10 minute tracking: Up to 180 hours  
Expedition Mode: Up to 840 hours 
 
Weight: 230 g (manufacturer information) Scope of delivery: Garmin GPSMAP ® 67 series USBC 
charging/sync cable carbine documentation 
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